Attentional Capture by Target-Nontarget Relations 635 1980 ; for reviews, see Carrasco, 2011, and Kastner, 2009) .
To study the factors determining selection, for example, in a visual search task, it is necessary to add an irrelevant item (a distractor) to the search display and to test whether and to what extent the distractor can attract attention (attentional capture) while observers are searching for a predefined target among other irrelevant nontargets. Distinguishing top-down factors from bottom-up factors in attentional capture can be difficult, as adding a distractor to the search display can alter both the bottomup feature contrasts of the target and the distractor, and the top-down settings themselves (e.g., because observers actively suppress the distractor feature; e.g., Becker, 2007) . However, studies that systematically varied the features of the irrelevant distractor have uniformly shown that target-similar distractors can attract attention more strongly than target-dissimilar distractors (e.g., Anderson & Folk, 2010; Ansorge & Heumann, 2003; Eimer, Kiss, Press, & Sauter, 2009; Folk & Remington, 1998; Ludwig & Gilchrist, 2002) . For example, in search for a red target, a red distractor will capture attention more strongly than a green distractor, and in search for a green target, a green distractor will attract attention more strongly than a red distractor (e.g., Folk & Remington, 1998) . This similarity effect demonstrates that attentional capture by an irrelevant distractor critically depends on the top-down attentional control settings (e.g., Folk et al., 1992) .
Several different mechanisms have been proposed to account for top-down contingent attentional capture. However, most theories assume that top-down mechanisms modulate selection by activating or inhibiting specific feature maps (e.g., red, green) or by modulating the output of neurons that respond to specific feature values (e.g., Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Folk & Remington, 1998; Folk et al., 1992; Koch & Ullman, 1985; Maunsell & Treue, 2006; Navalpakkam & Itti, 2007; Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Treisman & Sato, 1990; Wolfe, 1994) . For example, according to the feature-similarity view, attention will be tuned to the feature values of a sought-after target, increasing the response gain of features similar to the target features (e.g., Martinez-Trujillo & Treue, 2004 ; see also Folk & Remington, 1998) . Alternatively, it has been proposed that observers can bias attention against the features of the irrelevant nontargets (nontargetinhibition view) .
The attentional-engagement theory (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989) holds that both the target and the nontarget features are important for top-down tuning, and correspondingly predicts that attention is most strongly attracted to items that are similar to the target and, at the same time, dissimilar to the nontargets. Yet another theory that has gained popularity is the optimaltuning account, which holds that attention will be tuned to the feature value that optimally distinguishes the target from the nontargets. Especially when the target and nontargets are very similar, it can be more optimal to tune attention toward a more extreme feature value that is shifted away from the nontargets, as this will reduce the overlap between the target and nontarget feature-value distributions and increase the signal-to-noise ratio (e.g., Lee, Itti, Koch, & Braun, 1999; Navalpakkam & Itti, 2007; Scolari & Serences, 2009 , 2010 .
Although accounts of top-down selection differ with respect to the feature value that will be prioritized in a given instance, they concur in that once attention is set to a particular feature value, the item that is most similar to this feature value should attract attention most strongly.
By contrast, we have recently proposed that top-down selection can be based on relational or contextual information that specifies how the target differs from irrelevant items (e.g., Becker, 2010a; Becker, Folk, & Remington, 2010) . According to this relational account, the visual system can directly evaluate the relationship between the target feature and the feature (or features) of the irrelevant nontarget items (e.g., the target is represented as redder, larger, or darker) and direct attention toward items that have the same feature relationships. For instance, in search for an orange target, attention could be set for all yellower items when the background contains mostly red items, or set for all redder items when the background consists mostly of yellow items. If attention is set for "redder," the reddest item in the visual field will have the highest attention-driving capacity; the nextreddest item will have the second-highest attentiondriving capacity, and so forth. Thus, whether an orange item will be selected as the first item critically depends on whether it is the reddest item (in which case it will be selected first) or whether the context contains a redderthan-orange item (in which case that item will be selected first).
In the relational account, the context plays an important dual role for how attention is allocated: First, the context in which the target most frequently appears determines the expectations of the observers, and with this, the direction in which attention will be tuned (as attention will be biased to the relationship that can most reliably single out the search target). Second, the items present in the actual context (e.g., of a trial) determine whether a given feature captures attention (for a more formal description, see the relational-vector account in Becker, 2010a) .
A central prediction of the relational account is that an item does not need to be similar to the target-defining feature to be able to capture attention. Even targetdissimilar items can capture attention, provided that they differ in the same way from the context as the target differs from the nontarget context. An earlier study (Becker et al., 2010) has already provided some support for this prediction, by demonstrating that target-dissimilar distractors can capture attention more strongly than targetsimilar distractors: In search for an orange target among yellow-orange (gold) nontargets, a red distractor captured attention more than an orange distractor, a result consistent with a relational set for "redder." Similarly, search for a gold target among orange nontargets led to more attentional capture by yellow distractors than by gold ones, a result consistent with a top-down set for "yellower."
These and other previous findings, however, do not provide strong evidence for the relational account, as they are still consistent with some feature-based theories. For instance, in the case of search for an orange target among gold nontargets, the attentional-engagement theory could explain more attentional capture by a red cue than by an orange cue as due to the fact that the red cue was more dissimilar from the gold nontargets than the orange cue (whereas the red cue was still sufficiently similar to orange to be included in the top-down set for orange; e.g., Duncan & Humphreys, 1989) . Similarly, theories explaining attentional capture by an interplay of bottom-up and top-down factors could account for this result by the claim that red had a larger bottom-up feature contrast than orange and therefore captured attention more strongly than orange did (e.g., Wolfe, 1994) . Optimal-tuning accounts can also account for stronger attentional capture by red than orange in this search by proposing that attention is set for a color between orange and full red (e.g., Becker, 2010a) .
The case for the relational account so far rests mainly on its theoretical merits, as it is able to explain a larger set of results in a more parsimonious manner than most feature-based accounts (see Becker, 2010a) . However, there is currently no decisive evidence favoring the relational view over a feature-specific account of top-down control. Hence, it is still an open question whether attention can indeed be genuinely tuned to feature relationships.
In the present study, we conducted a more decisive test of the relational account, for instance, by testing attentional capture by distractors that had the same color as the nontargets and yet had the same relative color as the target (e.g., redder). To vary the feature values (colors) and the feature relationships (relative colors) of the target and the distractor independently of one another, we used a variant of the spatial-cuing paradigm, in which the distractor (called the cue) is presented in a separate cue display before the target display is presented. Observers had to search for a singleton target of a unique, predefined color (e.g., orange) that was presented among three nontargets of a different color (e.g., yellow-orange, which would yield the target-nontarget relation of "redder"). Prior to the target display, we presented a four-dot singleton cue of a unique color that was surrounded by three other cues of a different color (cue context). The relation between the singleton cue and the cue context could either match the target-nontarget relation (e.g., singleton cue redder than cue context) or mismatch the target-nontarget relation (e.g., singleton cue yellower than cue context), and the cue could have either the same color as or a different color than the target (e.g., orange or yellow-orange).
In all experiments, the target color, nontarget color, and target-nontarget relationship remained constant across a block of trials, so that it was equally possible to locate the target by tuning attention to the target feature value (i.e., target color) or to the target-nontarget relationship (i.e., relative color of the target). Given that the singleton cue will attract attention to the extent that it matches the top-down control settings (if bottom-up factors are controlled), top-down tuning to the target's color could be distinguished from tuning to the target's relative color by comparing attentional capture by singleton cues that had the same color as the target but a different relative color with capture by singleton cues that had a different color than the target but the same relative color.
In the spatial-cuing paradigm, attentional capture by the irrelevant singleton is inferred if response times (RTs) to the target are shorter on valid trials, when the singleton cue is at the same location as the target, than on invalid trials, when the singleton cue is presented at a different location and attention has to be redirected to the target in a time-consuming process (e.g., Folk et al., 1992; Posner, 1980) . In the present experiments, observers had to respond to a different feature of the target (T/L letter discrimination task) than the search-related feature (color), to ensure that shorter RTs on valid trials could be attributed to early, attentional processes and were not due to facilitation in later, decisional or response-related processes (e.g., Yantis, 1993 Yantis, , 2000 . Moreover, the singleton cue was presented at all locations equally frequently and was therefore uncorrelated with the target location, which ensured that participants did not have an incentive to actively attend to singleton cues (e.g., Yantis & Egeth, 1999) .
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, stimuli had one of four different colors: red, orange, gold, or yellow. The colors were chosen such that orange, gold, and yellow were successively more dissimilar from red (see Fig. 1b for a description of the colors). In two separate blocks of Experiment 1, observers searched for an orange target letter among three gold nontarget letters (target-nontarget relationship = redder; Fig. 1a ) or for a gold target letter among three orange nontarget letters (target-nontarget relationship = yellower). A fixation display was presented for 500 to 2,000 ms (a) and followed by a 100-ms cue display, which consisted of a four-dot color singleton (cue) plus three four-dot stimuli of a different color (cue context). The target display (containing the letters T and L) was presented following another 100-ms fixation display. In different blocks, the target letter was either orange among gold nontargets (target redder than nontargets) or gold among orange nontargets (target yellower than nontargets). The task was to report the identity of the odd-colored letter (T or L) in the target display, which was validly precued by the singleton cue on 25% of the trials. Cue and cue-context colors were combined to create four kinds of cue displays: Prior to the target display (100 ms), we briefly presented a cue display (100 ms) consisting of a four-dot singleton cue and three four-dot cues of a different color that surrounded the other three locations (cue context). The singleton cue either had the same relation to the three other cues in the cue display as the target had to the nontargets (same-relation cue; e.g., singleton cue redder than the cue context and target redder than nontargets) or differed in the opposite direction from the other objects in the cue display (different-relation cue; e.g., singleton cue yellower than the cue context and target redder than nontargets). Capture was assessed for four cue displays: (a) a red cue in an orange context, (b) a gold cue in a yellow context, (c) an orange cue in a red context, and (d) a yellow cue in a gold context (see Fig. 1a ). The red and gold singleton cues were both redder than their respective cue contexts, whereas the orange and yellow singleton cues were yellower than their cue contexts.
According to the relational account, a singleton cue should capture attention only when its relation to the cue context matches the target-nontarget relation. Hence, in search for the orange (redder) target, only the red and gold (i.e., redder) singleton cues should capture attention, whereas in search for the gold (yellower) target, the orange and yellow (i.e., yellower) singleton cues should capture attention.
According to feature-based accounts, search for an orange target among gold nontargets could result in a top-down bias for orange (e.g., feature-similarity accounts) or a top-down bias against gold (nontargetinhibition account), or attention could be tuned to a feature value between orange and full red (e.g., optimaltuning account). If attention is biased to the target feature value or against the nontarget feature value, the predicted results would be directly opposite to the predictions of the relational account. In search for the orange (redder) target, the redder singleton cues should both fail to capture attention: the red singleton cue because it is presented in a cue context that matches the target color (orange), and the gold singleton cue because it matches the (inhibited) nontarget color. Optimal-tuning accounts could accommodate attentional capture by the red singleton cue because attention could be biased more toward red than toward the target color (orange). However, attention could not be simultaneously biased toward red and the nontarget color (gold) because a selection criterion that favors both the (shifted) target color and the nontarget color would compromise targetnontarget discrimination. Hence, if the red singleton cue captures attention, the gold singleton cue that matches the nontarget color should fail to capture attention.
Method
Twelve participants from the University of Queensland, Australia, participated in the study for a payment of AU$10. One participant was excluded because of a high mean error rate of 30%.
Stimuli were generated with Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA) and presented on a 17-in. CRT monitor with a resolution of 1,024 × 768 pixels (85 Hz). The letters (T and L; 1.4° × 1.4°) and four placeholder boxes (2° × 2°) were placed 6° from the center of the display, and the cues consisted of four dots (diameter: 0.4°) that surrounded each placeholder in a diamond configuration. In two of the four cue displays, the different-colored cue was redder than the other cues (red singleton cue among orange cues, gold singleton cue among yellow cues), and in the other two displays, the cue was yellower than the other cues (orange singleton cue among red cues, yellow singleton cue among gold cues; see Fig. 1a) .
Two different target conditions were presented in separate blocks (orange target among gold nontargets or vice versa), and the order of blocks was counterbalanced across participants. Participants were instructed to search for the odd-colored letter in the target display and to report whether it was a T or L by pressing the right or left mouse button, respectively. Target position and letter identity were controlled such that each target letter (T, L) appeared at all possible target locations equally often. Prior to the target display (100 ms), we presented a cue display (100 ms), followed by a fixation display (100 ms). The location of the singleton cue coincided with the target location at chance level (25% of trials were valid), and each cue display was presented 128 times (32 valid trials; 1,024 trials per subject).
To ensure that results reflected covert attention shifts and not overt gaze shifts, we instructed observers to maintain fixation on the central fixation cross during a trial, and fixation was monitored with an eye tracker (Eyelink 1000, SR Research, Ontario, Canada). In this and subsequent experiments, trials in which an eye movement occurred were excluded from all analyses (1.5% in Experiment 1), and prior to data analysis, RTs were trimmed for outliers (RT < 200 ms or > 1,500 ms; 0.9% in Experiment 1); trials with manual errors were excluded from all RT analyses. Mean accuracy was 85%, and there were no speed-accuracy trade-offs (see the Supplemental Material available online for a detailed report of the error scores).
Results
The results for Experiment 1 are depicted in Figure 2 . A 2 (target: orange vs. gold target) × 4 (cue color: red vs. gold vs. orange vs. yellow singleton cue) × 2 (validity: valid vs. invalid singleton cue) within-subjects analysis of variance (ANOVA) was computed over the mean RT. The results showed a significant main effect of validity, F(1, 10) = 5.5, p = .041, η 2 = .35, and the predicted three-way interaction among all variables, F(3, 30) = 14.7, p < .001, η 2 = .59 (all other ps > .062). Follow-up two-tailed t tests showed that all same-relation cues captured attention, as reflected in significantly shorter RTs on valid trials than on invalid trials. Specifically, in search for the redder target (orange), the redder singleton cues (red and gold) captured attention, whereas in search for the yellower target (gold), the yellower singleton cues (orange and yellow) captured attention, all ts (10) The graphs on the left show results for same-relation cues, which had the same relation to the cue context as the target had to the nontargets; the graphs on the right show results for different-relation cues, which had the opposite relation to the cue context as the target had to the nontargets. Error bars depict the 95% confidence intervals for the respective within-subjects contrasts (Loftus & Masson, 1994) .
contrast, the different-relation cues all failed to capture attention: Specifically, in search for an orange target, the orange and yellow singleton cues failed to capture attention, and in search for a gold target, the red and gold singleton cues failed to capture attention. These results indicate that attentional capture was independent of the feature value of the singleton cue and depended only on whether its relationship to the context matched or mismatched the target-nontarget relationship. The findings cannot be attributed to differences in bottom-up saliency (e.g., Itti & Koch, 2000; Li, 2002; Theeuwes, 1992 Theeuwes, , 1994 , as the same singleton cues that captured attention in search for the orange (redder) target failed to capture attention in search for the gold (yellower) target, and vice versa. The fact that capture depended on the target-nontarget relation and not on the properties of the singleton cues themselves indicates that the observed effects cannot have been due to bottom-up effects of the cues but must have been due to differences in top-down tuning (e.g., Folk & Remington, 1998; Folk et al., 1992) .
Note that a same-relation singleton cue captured attention even when it had the same color as the nontargets (e.g., gold, in search for orange), and that the differentrelation singleton cue failed to capture attention even when it had the same color as the target. These results indicate that the propensity to capture attention is not proportional to similarity to the target (or dissimilarity from the nontargets; e.g., Duncan & Humphreys, 1989) . Contrary to the feature-based views, the target is apparently not selected by activating the target feature value, inhibiting the nontarget feature value, or tuning attention to a more optimal feature value shifted away from the nontargets. However, it may be possible to explain the results of Experiment 1 with a combined optimal-tuning/optimalsuppression account.
1 For instance, if we assume that attention is biased toward an exaggerated target feature value and against an exaggerated nontarget feature value (i.e., a feature value shifted away from the nontarget), then only the most extreme feature values in Experiment 1 would have been subject to activation and suppression (i.e., red and yellow). Attentional capture by a singleton cue with the nontarget color (e.g., gold) could then be explained by optimal suppression: Inhibition of the exaggerated nontarget color would have suppressed the context cues that had the exaggerated nontarget color (yellow or red) but not the singleton cue itself (gold or orange). Hence, the singleton cue with the nontarget color may have captured attention because it was not suppressed and was presented among other, inhibited cues.
The data of Experiment 1 did not show any evidence for active suppression of yellow or red (e.g., no inverse validity effects or elevated baseline RTs for yellow or red singleton cues). We conducted Experiments 2 and 3 to provide a more comprehensive test, by testing conditions in which a combined optimal-tuning/optimal-suppression account would make the same predictions as the simple optimal-tuning account and a feature-similarity account.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 examined whether the target-nontarget relationship also determines top-down selection in a feature search task when the target does not have an extreme feature value relative to the nontarget context (e.g., reddest or yellowest item), but is a color intermediate between more extreme colors. In Experiment 2, the target was always orange and presented among two yellow and two red nontargets, so that the target had a color intermediate between the colors of the nontargets. From a relational point of view, the target differed in two opposing directions from the nontargets, as it was yellower than half of the nontargets and redder than the other half. To select the orange target by virtue of its target-nontarget relationships, it would be necessary to combine information from these two directions to pick out the color intermediate between redder and yellower items.
It is currently unknown whether search for intermediate targets can be based on target-nontarget relationships. However, if it is possible to apply relational tuning to the stimuli in this experiment, then singleton cues should capture attention only when they (a) have a color intermediate between red and yellow (e.g., orange or gold) and (b) are bounded by two redder cues and two yellower cues (e.g., Becker, 2010a) . However, cues with an intermediate color should fail to capture attention when the cue context renders them the reddest or yellowest item in the cue display.
To test these predictions, we varied the colors of the singleton cue and the cue context such that the singleton cue either matched or mismatched the target feature value (orange vs. gold singleton cue, respectively) and either matched or mismatched the target's relations to the nontarget (intermediate color vs. reddest or yellowest color, respectively). In the same-relation condition, the colors of the cue context were chosen such that the singleton cue had the same relation to the cue context as the target had to the nontargets (i.e., intermediate color). In the different-relation condition, the context colors rendered the singleton cue the reddest or yellowest item in the display, so that the relation of the singleton cue did not match the target-nontarget relations.
The critical comparisons involved four cue displays that all contained orange and gold, one as the singleton cue color and the other as a context color (see Fig. 3a ). Fig. 3 . Schematic of the target and cue displays in Experiment 2 and results of this experiment. Participants had to search for a letter that was always orange and always presented among two yellow and two red nontargets (a); the task was to report whether the orange letter was a T or an L. Each cue display consisted of a four-dot color singleton (cue) presented among four-dot stimuli of two other colors (cue context). We compared attentional capture by a target-similar cue (orange; left column) with attentional capture by a cue whose color was unrelated to the target displays (gold; right column). In same-relation trials, the cue had the same color relation to its context as the target did to its context (i.e., it had an intermediate color); either the cue-context colors matched the nontarget colors (baseline trials) or two of the cue-context stimuli were of a different color. In different-relation trials, the cue was either the reddest or the yellowest item in the cue display. The graphs (b) show mean response time (RT) and percentage of errors as a function of cue validity (valid, invalid) and the combination of cue color and cue context. The graphs on the left show results for trials in which the relation between the cue and cue context was the same as the relation between the target and nontargets; the graphs on the right show results for trials in which the relation between the cue and cue context was different from the relation between the target and nontargets. Error bars depict the 95% confidence intervals for the respective contrasts (Loftus & Masson, 1994) and may be smaller than the plotting symbol.
According to the relational account, the orange singleton cue should capture attention in the same-relation condition, when it is embedded among gold and red items (intermediate color), but it should fail to capture in the different-relation condition, where it is embedded among gold and yellow items (singleton cue is the reddest item in the cue display). The target-dissimilar gold singleton cue should capture attention when it is presented among orange and yellow items and has an intermediate feature value (same-relation condition) but fail to capture attention when it is presented among orange and red items (different-relation condition; singleton cue is the yellowest item). A corresponding pattern of results would demonstrate that attentional capture depends only on the relationships between the singleton cue and the cue context, and that capture is independent of whether the singleton cue has a target-similar color (orange) or a target-dissimilar color (gold), and whether competing cues in the cue context have a target-similar color (orange) or not (gold). Such a pattern would provide strong evidence for a relational account and would be very difficult to reconcile with a feature-specific, top-down selection bias. According to feature-based accounts, attention could be tuned to the target color (orange) or to a different color that is shifted away from orange (e.g., gold). Consequently, either the orange singleton cues could capture attention or the gold singleton cues could capture attention. However, as the critical cue displays contained either a gold singleton cue among two orange cues or an orange singleton cue among two gold cues, a feature-based account could not account for the outcome predicted by the relational account-that is, capture by the samerelation cues and no capture by the different-relation cues. This is because, according to feature-based accounts, the singleton cue (e.g., gold cue) would be inhibited or activated by virtue of having a particular color value, independently of whether it is the yellowest item in the cue display or an item with an intermediate color (relative to the cue context).
In addition to the four critical cue displays, Experiment 2 included two cue displays that contained either an orange or a gold singleton cue embedded in a context of two red and two yellow cues (the same colors as the nontargets). These cue displays were not critical, as both a feature-based account and a relational account would predict attentional capture for these cues. These cue displays were included only to establish a baseline for capture by the orange and gold singleton cues when they were embedded in a context of the nontarget colors.
Method
Fourteen new participants from the University of Queensland, Australia, participated in the study for a payment of AU$10.
The design, stimuli, and procedure were the same as in Experiment 1, with the following exceptions: In the target displays, the target was always orange. The four nontargets always consisted of two red and two yellow stimuli (see Fig. 3a ). Feature-specific versus relational top-down settings were probed by presenting, prior to the target display, a singleton cue that either matched the target color (orange) or mismatched the target color (gold). The cue context consisted of four stimuli of two different colors. Either the cue context rendered the (orange or gold) singleton cue the reddest or yellowest item in the display (different-relation cue: orange singleton cue among two gold and two yellow cues or gold singleton cue among two orange and two red cues), or the cue context consisted of two more extreme colors that rendered the singleton cue intermediate in color, so that it had the same feature relationships as the target (four same-relation singleton cues: orange singleton cue among two yellow and two red cues or among two gold and two red cues; gold singleton cue among two red and two yellow cues or among two orange and two yellow cues; see Fig. 3a for an illustration of the cue displays).
The cue location coincided with the target location at chance level (20% of trials were valid), and each participant completed 600 trials. Prior to data analysis, 0.81% of all data were removed because of eye movements, and 0.14% of all data were excluded because of RT outliers (< 200 ms or > 1,500 ms). Mean accuracy was 93%, and there were no speed-accuracy trade-offs (see the Supplemental Material for a detailed report of the error scores).
Results
The results for Experiment 2 are depicted in Figure 3b . Baseline RTs ranged between 621 ms and 630 ms in Experiment 2 and did not differ as a function of the cue display (six-way ANOVA, F < 1). A 2 (cue color: orange vs. gold singleton cue) × 3 (relation: same-relation singleton cue vs. different-relation singleton cue) × 2 (validity: valid vs. invalid) ANOVA computed over the mean RT showed significant main effects of cue color, F(1, 13) = 6.1, p = .028, η 2 = .32; relation, F(2, 26) = 7.0, p = .005, η 2 = .35; and validity, F(1, 13) = 152.4, p < .001, η 2 = .92. Attentional capture by the singleton cue was not modulated by its color, as reflected in the nonsignificant Cue Color × Validity interaction, F(1, 13) = 2.6, p = .13. However, the Relation × Validity interaction was highly significant, F(2, 26) = 19.2, p < .001, η 2 = .60 (all other ps > .16).
Validity effects did not differ between the baseline same-relation condition (M = 58 ms) and the critical same-relation condition (M = 45 ms), F(1, 13) = 2.1, p = .17, but were significantly larger in both same-relation conditions than in the different-relation condition (M = 0 ms), F(1, 13) = 12.7, p = .003, η 2 = .49, and F(1, 13) = 19.7, p = .001, η 2 = .60, for the baseline and critical samerelation conditions, respectively. As predicted by the relational account, all same-relation cues captured attention-all ts(13) > 2.5, all ps < .05 (pairwise two-tailed t tests)-whereas the different-relation cues all failed to capture attention-ts(13) < 1, ps ≥ .9 (see Fig. 3b ). Comparing differences in capture (RT on invalid trials -RT on valid trials) between the critical same-relation displays and the different-relation displays showed that validity effects were significantly stronger for same-relation singleton cues than for different-relation singleton cues, both for the orange singleton cue, t(13) = 3.9, p = .002, and for the gold singleton cue, t(13) = 3.1, p = .009.
Taken together, the results show that attentional capture was not significantly modulated by the color of the cue context (baseline displays vs. critical same-relation displays) or the color of the singleton cue (orange vs. gold). Both the orange and the gold singleton cues captured attention when they had an intermediate feature value, but not when they were the reddest or yellowest item in the cue display. These results demonstrate that even in search for an intermediate target, capture is determined by target-nontarget relationships rather than the feature value of the target.
The reported findings also cannot be attributed to differences in bottom-up feature contrast: The critical cue displays all contained gold and orange cues. Additionally, the second context color was more dissimilar to the singleton cue in different-relation displays (e.g., red context cues when the singleton cue was gold) than in samerelation displays (e.g., yellow context cues when the singleton cue was gold; see Fig. 3a) . Thus, the singleton cue should have been more visually salient in the differentrelation condition, in which it failed to capture attention, than in the same-relation condition, in which it captured attention. Hence, the results of Experiment 2 can be safely attributed to a top-down selection bias for the target's feature relationships.
However, a remaining uncertainty is whether the results were due to target-nontarget relationships in the luminance dimension or in the color dimension. Note that the colors used in Experiments 1 and 2 also differed systematically in luminance, as the lightness of the stimuli decreased from yellow to gold, orange, and red. Hence, it is possible that the observed results were due to topdown tuning to luminance relations, not color relations. To address this question, we conducted a control experiment with equiluminant colors.
Experiment 3

Method
Experiment 3 was identical to Experiment 2 except that it used equiluminant colors that varied along the red-green continuum. Prior to the experiment, red and green were first equated for luminance using a flicker test in which participants adjusted the luminance of green until it matched that of full red, which had RGB (red, green blue) values of 255, 0, 0 (same procedure as used in Becker et al., 2010) . In the experiment, equiluminant red and green were used as the nontarget colors. The search target was presented in an intermediate color, created by flickering between equiluminant red and green on each refresh (144 Hz). Presenting the sequence red-red-green over consecutive cycles resulted in a reddish-brown color, which was the target color (labeled RRG). The sequence green-green-red resulted in a greenish-brown color (labeled GGR). RRG and GGR were used as the colors for the target-matching and the nonmatching singleton cues, respectively, and served as the colors for two of the context cues in the critical cue displays. Cue and target displays were created in the same manner as in Experiment 2, except that the stimulus colors red, orange, gold, and yellow from Experiment 2 were replaced with equiluminant red (R), RRG, GGR, and green (G) in Experiment 3.
Fourteen new observers participated in Experiment 3. Two participants were excluded because of high mean error rates. Excluding trials with RT outliers and eye movement led to a loss of 0.99% and 0.92% of data, respectively. Mean accuracy was 94%, and there were no speed-accuracy trade-offs (see the Supplemental Material for a detailed report of the error scores).
Results
The results for Experiment 3 are depicted in Figure 4 . Data were analyzed in the same way as in Experiment 2, and the results replicated the main findings from Experiment 2: A 2 (cue color: RRG vs. GGR singleton cue) × 3 (relation: same-relation vs. different-relation singleton cue) × 2 (validity: valid vs. invalid) ANOVA computed over the mean RT showed significant main effects of relation, F(3, 22) = 10.7, p = .002, η 2 = .49, and validity, F(1, 11) = 56.9, p < .001, η 2 = .83, whereas the main effect of cue color just failed to reach significance, F(1, 11) = 4.0, p = .07. The Cue Color × Validity interaction reached significance, F(1, 11) = 14.8, p = .003, η 2 = .57; validity effects were larger for the target-similar RRG cue (M = 60 ms) than for the GGR cue (M = 23 ms). Moreover, the theoretically important Relation × Validity interaction was significant, F(2, 22) = 29.8, p < .001, η 2 = .73 (all other ps > .56). Validity effects were larger in the baseline same-relation condition (M = 83 ms) than in the critical same-relation condition (M = 44 ms), F(1, 11) = 17.3, p < .002, η 2 = .61, and the different-relation condition (M = −2 ms), F(1, 11) = 44.2, p < .001, η 2 = .80. Validity effects were also significantly larger in the critical same-relation condition (M = 44 ms) than in the different-relation condition (M = −2 ms), F(1, 11) = 18.9, p = .001, η 2 = .63. In line with the relational account, follow-up t tests showed that both the target-similar RRG and the targetdissimilar GGR singleton cues captured attention in the same-relation conditions, as reflected in significant validity effects for all same-relation cues, all ts(11) > 2.6, all ps < .024. By contrast, the GGR and RRG cues both failed to capture attention in the different-relation condition: The target-dissimilar GGR cue showed an inverse validity effect, with significantly longer RTs on valid trials than on invalid trials, t(11) = 2.8, p = .017. The target-similar RRG cue led to numerically shorter RTs on valid trials than on invalid trials; this difference, however, was far from significant, t(11) = 1.2, p = .22. The difference in attentional capture (RT on invalid trials -RT on valid trials) between the critical same-relation condition and the different-relation condition was also significant, both for the RRG cue, t(11) = 2.9, p = .015, and for the GGR cue, t(11) = 3.4, p = .006. These results corroborate the findings from Experiment 2, indicating that attention is also tuned to target-nontarget relationships in a feature search among equiluminant colors.
Unlike in Experiment 2, validity effects were larger for the target-similar (RRG) cue than for the target-dissimilar (GGR) cue in Experiment 3. However, a feature-specific bias for RRG or against GGR is unlikely to account for stronger attentional capture by the RRG cue: If there were such a bias, the GGR singleton cue should not have captured attention in the critical same-relation condition, in which it was presented together with two RRG context cues, yet the GGR cue captured attention in this condition. Attentional capture was clearly determined by the relationships between the singleton cue and the cue context, but it appears that the GGR cue generally slowed responses to the target on valid trials, regardless of whether or not it captured attention. This led to a reduced validity effect for the GGR cue in the same-relation conditions and an inverse validity effect in the different-relation condition.
Several recent spatial-cuing studies have documented instances of selective slowing on valid trials (Anderson & Folk, 2010 Belopolsky, Schreij, & Theeuwes, 2010) and have shown this effect to be independent of attention shifts to the cue (Anderson & Folk, 2012) . It is possible that presenting a different-colored cue at the target location can in some instances interfere with targetidentification processes or decisional processes that commence immediately after attention has been shifted to the target (e.g., Becker, 2010b; Huang, Holcombe, & Pashler, Error bars depict the 95% confidence intervals (Loftus & Masson, 1994) and may be smaller than the plotting symbol.
2004). Regardless of the exact locus of this effect, the important point is that it cannot account for the main finding (i.e., that attentional capture was determined by the relationships of the singleton cue), as the singleton cue's color did not modulate effects of the singleton cue's relation to its context (as reflected by the nonsignificant three-way interaction). Moreover, differences between the RRG and GGR singleton cues cannot account for the observation that each one of them considered in isolation captured attention only when its relationships matched the target-nontarget relations (and failed to capture attention when its relationships did not match the targetnontarget relations). These results clearly support the relational account and are inconsistent with the central claim of extant feature-based theories that attention is usually biased to a particular feature value.
General Discussion
The present study yielded several important findings. First, contrary to the prevalent view, we demonstrated that attentional capture by irrelevant items does not depend on similarity to the target feature. Target similarity was neither necessary nor sufficient for attentional capture: It was not necessary because items dissimilar to the target (and similar to the nontargets) captured attention (Experiment 1). It was not sufficient because a targetsimilar singleton cue failed to capture attention when it did not have target-matching relational properties (Experiments 1, 2, and 3). The finding that target-dissimilar, samerelation cues captured attention whereas target-similar, different-relation cues failed to capture attention also cannot be explained by the specific color of the singleton cue, or with reference to the feature contrast or saliency of the stimuli. Thus, the present results provide the first decisive evidence for a relational account of top-down control. Second, this is also the first study to demonstrate that attention is tuned to the target-nontarget relationships both in pop-out search, in which a singleton target is presented among same-colored nontargets (Experiment 1), and in feature search, in which the target is presented among different-colored nontargets (Experiments 2 and 3). These results indicate that search for a singleton target (Experiment 1) and search for a feature target (Experiments 2 and 3) do not automatically give rise to different search modes, namely, a singleton search mode in which the visual system is susceptible to distraction by all salient items and a feature search mode in which only target-similar items capture attention (e.g., Bacon & Egeth, 1994) .
Even more important, the results of Experiments 2 and 3 demonstrated, for the first time, that information from different target-nontarget relations (redder, yellower) can be combined to guide attention, either by integrating relational information prior to selection or by tuning simultaneously against the most extreme stimuli in the visual field (e.g., rejection of the yellowest and reddest stimuli). The ability to combine information from different target-nontarget relationships is theoretically important because it means that the relational account can explain fine-grained top-down selectivity on the basis of a few cardinal tuning directions (e.g., redder, greener, yellower). This obviates the need to propose a multitude of different feature detectors or topographic feature maps, which has been recognized to be a major problem of current feature-based theories (cf. Maunsell & Treue, 2006) .
The finding that top-down tuning can be based on target-nontarget relations, however, should not be taken to mean that it is impossible to adopt a feature-specific setting. Testing for this possibility would require rendering a relational search strategy futile (e.g., by randomly varying the nontargets between red and yellow across trials), which was not the case in our study. However, most of the available behavioral and neurophysiological evidence that has been interpreted in support of a feature-based account also seems consistent with a relational account (behavioral evidence-e.g., Anderson & Folk, 2010; Ansorge & Heumann, 2003; Eimer et al., 2009; Folk & Remington, 1998 ; neurophysiological evidencee.g., Atiani, Elhilali, David, Fritz, & Shamma, 2009; David, Hayden, Mazer, & Gallant, 2008; Maunsell & Treue, 2006; Motter, 1994; Scolari & Serences, 2010; Spitzer, Desimone, & Moran, 1988, respectively) , as none of the studies systematically varied the feature relationships between the target and the context, or between the distractor and the context. Hence, it is possible that effects previously attributed to feature-specific settings are due to top-down settings for feature relationships.
